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Abstract

This paper describes algorithms and software for decomposing
CAD models for a new mold manufacturing process called
WirePATHe, which uses wire electrical discharge machining
(EDM) to reduce mold fabrication time. A decomposition strategy
has been developed to account for the limitations of wire EDM.
During decomposition, CAD models are separated into
manufacturable segments and then layered if they contain
curved or relatively flat sloped surfaces because wire EDM is
limited to steeply sloped ruled surfaces. A new algorithm for
direct adaptive layering of CAD models is developed. The
algorithm analyzes surface error by comparing line segments
against actual curves from the model surface. Also, the
maximum angle needed to produce each layer is checked, and, in
some cases, the layers are reconstructed to conform to the
maximum angle.
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Introduction

A major step of any rapid prototyping (RP) process

is CAD model decomposition. During

decomposition, the CAD model is used to

calculate a set of shapes that can then be fabricated

by the RP system and assembled to form a physical

part. The main objective of this research is to

develop decomposition algorithms and prototype

software for a new RP process under development

called WirePATHe, with particular focus on a

new direct adaptive layering algorithm specifically

designed for creating sloped layers from CAD data

using wire EDM.

WirePATHe produces accurate molds 30 to

70 percent faster than conventional mold making

processes by assembling segments and layers

created using wire EDM. WirePATHe consists of

four basic steps, summarized in Figure 1, to

produce a mold. The mold is designed in a

commercial CAD package and then transferred to

prototype software, called SliceCAD, for

decomposition. Decomposition starts with

segmentation, where the mold is segmented by the

user to form wire EDMable segments, which are

then layered if necessary. The decomposed model

is transferred to a commercial CAM package to

generate tool paths, which are then sent to the wire

EDM for fabrication.

Segmentation background

Typically, the first step of decomposition is

segmentation, which is used in layered

manufacturing to improve part accuracy and

increase fabrication speed.

To increase accuracy when layering, many

researchers identify different “peak” features

(Figure 2) and then slice the model at the heights

of those features to form segments. Suh and Wozny

(1994) use horizontal areas, extreme points, peak

edges, and horizontal edges as peak features. In

Kulkarni and Dutta (1995), peak features are

limited to points that are tangent planes parallel to

the x-y, y-z, and x-z planes (where the z-axis is the

build direction), whereas in Kulkarni and Dutta

(1996), tangent points as well as vertices are

included as peak features. Peak features

include horizontal areas and extrema in de Jager

et al. (1997a, b). Lee and Choi (2000)
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use horizontal areas, horizontal edges, and peak

vertices.

Krause et al. (1997) introduce segment-based

adaptive slicing to increase fabrication speed.

The model is first decomposed into a set of partial

volumes called workpiece segments. Segmentation

is completed to avoid slicing regions of low

geometric complexity with thin layers, which

increases fabrication time, because of complex

features at the same height in the build direction.

Horváth et al. (1998) segment models for

structural and morphological reasons before

slicing. The model is first segmented by the user

for structural concerns using sectioning planes.

Then a morphological analysis of each segment

examines Gaussian principle curvatures, which are

used to subdivide the segment.

Layering background

Most commercial RP processes use layered

manufacturing (LM) techniques to fabricate parts.

Typically, parts are approximated using layers with

vertical sides (2.5D layers) and uniform thickness.

The goal of the research in this area has been to

increase part accuracy while at the same time

decrease fabrication time. To accomplish this,

researchers use direct slicing, higher order layer

approximation, and adaptive slicing.

A number of researchers have improved layer

accuracy by direct slicing, which computes

contours from CAD surfaces instead of

triangularized approximations. Guduri et al.

(1993) use a constructive solid geometry (CSG)

representation to find accurate contours. A more

popular representation for direct slicing is the

boundary representation (BRep), which is found

in commercial solid modeling kernels and

commercial CAD packages. Suh and Wozny

(1994), Zheng et al. (1997), Krause et al. (1997)

and Lee and Choi (2000) use the ACIS (by Spatial

Corp.) kernel to analyze models, while Jamieson

and Hacker (1995) use the Parasolid kernel (by

EDS Corp.). Those using existing CAD packages

include Barlier et al. (1995) (CATIA), Vuyyuru

et al. (1994) (IDEAS) and Zhao and Laperrière

(2000) (AutoCAD ARX SDK). Many researchers

limit themselves to a specific type of surface.

Kulkarni and Dutta (1995, 1996) slice algebraic

surfaces that are parametrizable. NURBS surfaces

are used by Hope et al. (1996, 1997a, b) and

Horváth et al. (1998). Kumar and Choudhury

(2002) employ Bezier surfaces.

Researchers have been developing processes to

form higher order layer approximations, which use

sloping or curved sides to increase accuracy given a

layer thickness. Lee et al. (1995) and Thomas et al.

(1996) designed Shapemaker II for fabricating

large prototypes by stacking sloped layers that are

cut from thermoplastic foam sheets.

Stratoconception by Barlier et al. (1995)

manufactures parts by assembling ruled layers cut

from metal sheet material with a 6-axis laser cutter

robot. Zheng et al. (1996, 1997) and Newman et al.

(1995) developed a process called computer-aided

manufacture of laminated engineering materials

(CAM-LEM) to form objects from relatively thick

laser cut sloped layers created from engineering

materials in sheet form. The TruSurf system by

Hope et al. (1996, 1997a, b) was developed to

create large prototypes by cutting sloped layers

from thermoplastic foam sheets using a 5-axis

water-jet cutter. Horváth et al. (1998) have

developed thick-layered object manufacturing

(TLOM) for producing large objects with curved

layers formed by hot blade cutting thermoplastic

foam sheets.

Adaptive slicing adjusts layer thickness to local

geometry to improve accuracy and fabrication

speed. Thin layers are used for increased accuracy

in regions of high geometric complexity, such as

curved or sloping surfaces, while thick layers are

used in areas of low geometric complexity in order

to decrease fabrication time. Dolenc and Mäkelä

(1994) were the first to propose adaptive slicing

using the faceted STL format. They produced

stepped layers using cusp height as an error

measure to allow the user control over surface

Figure 1 WirePATHTM process

Figure 2 Peak features
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quality. They found that peak features and

horizontal areas were often missed with uniform

slicing. To avoid this, thinner layers were used

where peaks and horizontal areas were detected.

Other researchers developed adaptive slicing of

curved surfaces, or direct adaptive slicing. One

method predicts the next layer thickness given an

acceptable surface error using surface geometry at

the height of the current layer. Layer thickness at a

point is found using the vertical curvature,

inclination of the side surface, and maximum

surface error. A circular curve is used to

approximate a curve from the actual surface using

the vertical curvature at a point enabling layer

thickness to be calculated using an equation. Suh

and Wozny (1994) form stepped layers using this

technique. Kulkarni and Dutta (1995, 1996) use

this method as well, but limit analysis to algebraic

surfaces that are parametrizable. A similar analysis

for sloped layers was added by de Jager et al.

(1997a, b) and Hope et al. (1996, 1997a, b). Lee

and Choi (2000) seek a more efficient adaptive

slicing algorithm, which decreases computation

time using contour line intervals between

successive contours and vertical character lines.

An altogether different approach is taken by

Jamieson and Hacker (1995), where layer

thickness is found by comparing the edges of

adjacent slices and merging adjacent layers if they

are within a given tolerance. Zhao and Laperrière

(2000) present a similar method, but instead of

edge to edge matching, they compare areas of

successive slices. Kumar and Choudhury (2002)

develop adaptive slicing with cubic patch

approximation, which compares taught cubic

spline patches to the actual surfaces to measure

surface error.

Model decomposition for wire EDM

The nature of the wire EDM process limits the

types of shapes that can be manufactured, forcing

the need for some CAD models to be decomposed

in order to be manufactured. The three pertinent

limitations of wire EDM are that:

(1) cuts must be made through the entire

workpiece, so segments must be found that

can be made by cutting through the entire

workpiece;

(2) cuts form ruled surfaces, so curved surfaces

must be approximated with a number of

ruled layers; and

(3) cuts are completed by translating and

rotating a wire, which has an angular limit to

its rotation, so relatively flat surfaces must be

approximated with ruled layers at the

maximum angle and any ruled layers

exceeding the limit must be reconstructed to

conform.

The first phase of decomposition is segmentation.

During segmentation the user identifies wire

EDMable segments and creates them using a

Boolean operation that subtracts and intersects a

user-defined tool solid with the model, forming

two or more distinct pieces. The key to

segmentation is creating the tool solid since it

determines the shape of the cut that divides the

solid. Tools are created by defining a planar profile

from existing geometry or user-defined planes and

then sweeping the profile to create a solid.

If a segment must be layered, a build direction is

defined by the user and peak features are

automatically identified and used to segment the

model. Layers are then formed using the new

layering algorithm, which uses line segments

connecting the bottom and top contours, called

match lines, to find a more accurate measure of

surface error than conventional methods. This

method allows for layer reconstruction to conform

to WirePATHe process limitations, mainly the

maximum inclination angle of the wire EDM.

Other processes have noted an angular limitation

as well. Shapemaker II is limited to cuts less than

458 (Lee et al., 1995; Thomas et al., 1996),

Newman et al. (1995) use a cutting laser limited to

738, and Barlier et al. (1995) found that cut quality

decreased beyond a 208 inclination due to laser

beam reflection.

The layering algorithm computes the thickest

set of ruled layers satisfying maximum surface

error, dmax, and maximum machined angle, umax,

from a set of discrete material stock thicknesses,

mi, ranging from mhigh to mlow. All of the computed

layers should conform to one of the available

thicknesses, although in some cases one of the

layers must be machined to a different thickness to

maintain the original height of the part. If a layer

formed using the thinnest material cannot be made

without exceeding umax, the layer is reconstructed

to conform to umax. Reconstruction always adds

material to the layer so that it may be finished using

another process. Layering begins after a build

direction is defined. The z-axis is assumed to

correspond to the build direction.

(1) Find zlow and zhigh for the segment and use

the difference to initialize the remaining

segment height, hsegment.

(2) Initialize zcurrent to zlow.

(3) Initialize the current material, mcurrent, by

finding the thickest material in the list that is

not thicker than hsegment. If mcurrent , mhigh,

set mcurrent¼ hsegment. If mcurrent , mlow,

re-compute the previous layer using

mcurrent¼ hsegment from the previous step.
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(4) Create a solid layer by intersecting a slab

(with thickness equal to mcurrent) with the

model.

(5) Match the edges of the top and bottom

contours using topological information.

(6) Sample the matched edges of the contours to

find match lines.

(7) As each match line is created, find u and

compare it to umax.

(8) If u.umax and mcurrent . mlow, reject the

layer and restart at step 4 with mcurrent set to

the next thinnest material in the list. If

mcurrent ¼ mlow, reconstruct the layer to

conform to umax.

(9) If umax was not exceeded, check d, and if it is

exceeded, reject the layer and restart at step 4

with the mcurrent set to the next thinnest

material in the list. If mcurrent¼ mlow and dmax

is exceeded, accept the layer and alert the

user to the problem.

(10) If the layer is reconstructed or accepted,

form the ruled layer using ACIS. Then,

subtract mcurrent from hsegment.

(11) If hsegment . 0, add the mcurrent to zcurrent and

start over at step 3.

Single layer analysis

The new layering technique checks surface error,

d, and the machined angle, u, against the match

lines that are formed between the sampled

positions, determined using a method based on the

adaptive method from Suh and Wozny (1994), on

the top and bottom contours of the layer

(Figure 3). To obtain the contours, a solid layer is

formed by intersecting a planar slab with the

segment. The top and bottom contours of the solid

layer are extracted, and each edge in the top

contour is matched to an edge in the bottom

contour using the topology of the solid layer to

form an edge pair. As each match line is formed

between the contours, u is found as the angle

between the match line and the build direction and

compared to umax, and if u conforms, d is found

and compared to dmax. Instead of predicting d

using local geometry and approximation, the

distance between the original surface and the

match line is found at a number of sampled

positions, found using the adaptive method from

Suh and Wozny (1994), on the surface using a

curve, C, as shown in Figure 3. The curve is found

by intersecting a plane with the surface adjacent to

both the top and bottom edges. The normal of the

intersecting plane is found using the cross product

of a vector formed using the match line and the

face normal at one of the endpoints of the match

line. This technique is significantly less likely to

miss extreme vertical curvature changes than past

methods, since a curve from the actual surface is

analyzed and not approximated with a circular arc

using the vertical curvature approach.

If all the match lines are accepted, a solid layer

with ruled sides is formed. A solid between the top

and bottom contours is skinned using the match

lines as guides for the ruled surface generation. If

umax is exceeded for a layer using the minimum

thickness material, the layer must be reconstructed

to conform to umax.

Layer reconstruction

If any match line angle of a layer has exceeded umax

using the minimum thickness material, the layer

must be reconstructed to conform to umax. During

reconstruction material is always added to a given

layer to allow for finishing (Figure 4). A layer is

reconstructed by forming new faces that are

defined by altered match lines, that conform to

umax,and new curves that are fit through the

endpoints of altered match lines.

Owing to the interaction of adjacent faces, a very

important part of layer reconstruction is organizing

the data from the solid model to preserve the

adjacency of the edge pairs derived from the

adjacent faces. This is done using an edge pair, edge

pair loop, and edge pair chain. During analysis,

each pair of corresponding edges on the top and

bottom contours is saved as an edge pair, which is

then stored in an edge pair loop to preserve

connectivity. For reconstruction, each edge pair

loop is broken into a set of edge pair chains, which

are a set of connected edge pairs that have been

derived from the same type of face. There are

three types of edge pair chains: ortho-planar

Figure 4 Material addition to reconstruct a layer

Figure 3 Checking maximum angle and surface error using a
match line
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(planar with a normal orthogonal to the build

direction), planar, and non-planar (Figure 5).

During reconstruction, the planar chains are

reconstructed first, then non-planar edge pair

chains, and finally ortho-planar edge pair chains.

Planar edge pair chains are reconstructed first

because the other edge pair chains conform to the

ends of the planar edge pair chain. When planar

chains are reconstructed, the planar faces in the

original layer remain planar in the reconstructed

layer. For planar chains, only the start and end

match lines are needed to describe each face, so

these two match lines are altered to essentially

rotate the face about its top or bottom edge to add

material to the layer. The method of

reconstruction for a match line shared by two

planar faces depends on the direction of the

normals of the two faces adjacent to the match

line. If the face normals are both upward facing

(Figure 6a), then both faces must be rotated about

their bottom edges, whose intersection defines one

of the new match line endpoints. A second new

match line endpoint must be calculated to define a

new match line that represents the intersection of

the two rotated faces (Figure 6b). A similar

method is used when both face normals are

downward facing. If the normals of adjacent faces

are opposing each other (Figure 6c), one face must

be rotated about its top edge and the other must be

rotated about its bottom edge in order to add

material. Because the edges used for the face

rotations lie in two different parallel planes, one of

the match line endpoints is not already known

from edge intersections as in previous case. Two

new match line endpoints are calculated to form

the match line that represents the intersection of

the rotated faces (Figure 6d).

To reconstruct planar chains, the 3D framework

of the layer is projected onto a single plane, called

the reconstruction plane, that is orthogonal to the

build direction, allowing for simpler 2D

computations to be employed (Figure 7a). The

projection is possible because the layers have

constant thickness in the build direction.

Projecting to 2D allows an angle, u, to be

converted to a distance, d, using

d ¼ hlayer tan u ð1Þ

because the layer height, hlayer, is known. This

equation allows easy translation between 2D and

3D. Each projected match line in the edge pair

chain will change by the same proportion because

one of the reconstruction constraints is that the

top, bottom, and reconstructed edges must be

parallel in the reconstruction plane. The ratio, rm,

of the original length of the projected match line,

di, to the reconstructed length, Di, is the same for

all match lines in the chain because of

proportionality (Figure 7b). So given rm and di,

Di can be computed using

rm ¼
Di

di

¼
Diþ1

diþ1

¼ · · · ¼
Dn

dn

ð2Þ

Figure 5 Edge pair chain types

Figure 6 Planar reconstruction
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In order to compute rm, the longest match line

must be identified, because the longest match line

before reconstruction will remain the longest after

reconstruction and will produce the largest u. After

the longest match line is found, its length in the

reconstruction plane, dlong is found using equation

(1). The maximum allowable 2D distance, dmax, is

found by solving equation (1) with u set to umax.

Then rm is computed using dmax/dlong and equation

(2) is used to compute all the projected distances

for the reconstructed match lines.

Given the 2D distances, it is easy to calculate the

new match line because only one of the match line

endpoints will change. The new point can be

calculated by creating a point at a distance equal to

Di in 2D from the unchanged point and then

unprojecting it to the proper height.

If the faces of the adjacent edge pairs have

opposing normals, the match line reconstruction is

much more difficult because both the top and

bottom positions of the match line must be

recalculated as shown in Figure 6(c). The

positions are recalculated using the constraint that

the top and bottom positions must be located on

a line created using the direction of one of

the adjacent edges of a match line endpoint and

through one of the match line endpoints. Also, the

new match line must be parallel to the old match

line when projected to 2D. This allows the use of

similar triangles to determine the two new

positions. The point and direction to use are

determined by the convexity of adjacent edges and

by the direction of the face normal. The line

positions and directions, along with the match line,

are projected to 2D for reconstruction. These 2D

positions and directions can be used to form a

triangle. Given a 2D distance, d, and the projected

2D distance of the original match line, dmatch, the

2D match line endpoints can be calculated using

the laws of similar triangles and then unprojected

back to 3D.

For the convex case shown in Figure 8, the

positions P1 and P2 along with tangents T1 and T2

are projected into a plane, and the lines they form,

shown in Figure 8(b), are intersected to find P3.

The new match line 2D length, m0, is found using

the laws of similar triangles, where M0 is known,

and the length of the sides can be found as the

distance between P1 and P3, and the distance

between P2 and P3. Using the ratio rm, the

lengths of the sides of the smaller triangle

can be found and used to locate P0
1 and P0

2. Then

P0
2 is unprojected and the new match line is

formed.

The concave case (Figure 9a) is treated in a

similar manner; however, the similar triangles are

defined as shown in Figure 9(b).

Ortho-planar chains are a special case of the

planar chain because when the chains are

projected to 2D, collinear lines are formed and

proportionality cannot be used. Upon further

inspection, if two ortho planar edge pairs are

adjacent, the shared intermediate edge will be

vertical and will not need to be analyzed because

u will always be zero. This indicates that the only

match lines that need to be analyzed are those that

are adjacent to planar or non-planar edge pairs. If

the ortho-planar edge pair is adjacent to a planar

edge pair, the shared match line has already been

reconstructed to satisfy umax for the planar edge

pair chain. If the shared match line is adjacent to a

non-planar edge pair, it can be adjusted if

necessary. If u.umax, the match line is rotated to

umax. Otherwise, the angle is not changed and the

match line angle remains the same for the ortho-

planar edge pair chain.

Non-planar edge pair chains are reconstructed

by sampling corresponding points on the top and

bottom contours to form match lines and then

rotating the match lines to the proper angle, umax if

necessary. When a non-planar edge pair chain is

adjacent to a planar edge pair chain, the adjacent

match line has already been reconstructed.

Because of this, the angle of the match line must

remain the same in the non-planar reconstruction.

Therefore, non-planar chains begin with ustart less

Figure 7 Projection of edge pairs to 2D
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than or equal to umax and end with uend less than

or equal to umax (Figure 10). The angles of match

lines in the middle of the chain are linearly

interpolated for a smooth transition from ustart to

umax and then back from umax to uend.

Implementation and examples

Prototype software, called SliceCAD, has been

developed to decompose solid models for the

WirePATHe process.

Demonstration video clips of SliceCAD in

action can be downloaded from:https://

engineering.purdue.edu/PRECISE/distribute/

sliceCADdemo.zip

SliceCAD has been developed in C++ using the

ACIS 3D Geometric Modeler (by Spatial Corp.)

and Microsoft Foundation Class Library (MFC).

SliceCAD provides a 3D graphical user interface

for viewing, segmenting, and layering solid

models. Models are saved and restored using either

Standard ACIS Text (.SAT) or STEP (.STP/

.STEP).

Using SliceCAD, the mold shown in

Figure 11(a) is decomposed into the segments

shown in Figure 11(b). Some of the segments will

require additional machining processes for

fabrication. Segmentation is performed using the

section command, which divides a segment into

two or more pieces using a tool solid. The tool

solid is created by the user using reference planes

and existing geometry, and defines the shape of the

cut that divides the segment. SliceCAD also

creates dovetails and injector pin holes to avoid

having to transfer the decomposed model to

another CAD package before creating the tool

paths for the mold.

The new adaptive layering method is shown

for the revolved solid of Figure 12(a).

Figure 9 Concave opposing normal match line reconstruction

Figure 8 Convex opposing normal match line reconstruction
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Figure 12(b) shows the solid formed from layers

determined using the algorithm. A more

accurate approximation is shown in Figure 12(c),

where a much smaller surface error was allowed.

An angular limit of 158 was applied, resulting in

the approximation shown in Figure 12(d), which

features many layers that have been

reconstructed to be manufacturable within the

angular limit.

Conclusion

New algorithms for decomposing CAD models for

manufacture using wire EDM within the

Figure 11 Mold segmentation example

Figure 12 Adaptive layering example

Figure 10 Non-planar edge pair chain reconstruction
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WirePATHe mold-making process was developed

and they were implemented within SliceCAD.

Although SliceCAD was designed for

WirePATHe, it is useful for many other

applications and LM processes. In several case

studies with industrial mold design, SliceCAD has

been a valuable tool for decomposing CAD

models. It provides simpler methods of

segmentation than existing CAD packages and

enables calculation of layers for the WirePATHe

process. The largest contribution is a new method

for calculating layers that increases accuracy by

comparing curves taken from the model surface,

not an approximation, to match lines in order to

measure surface error. In addition, the maximum

angle needed to produce a ruled layer can be

checked, and for cases where the angle exceeds the

maximum individual layers are reconstructed that

can be fabricated with the maximum angle.
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